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ABSTRACT This article aims to contribute for the improvement of low-power Radio Frequency Energy
Harvesting (RFEH) designs based on Schottky Barrier Diode (SBD) rectifiers, presenting a study of the
relationship between RF-DC Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) and circuit temperature, which is directly
related to the non-linear behavior of the metal-semiconductor junction of SBDs. For this purpose, SPICE
diode models were revisited, evaluating the temperature dependence and its effects on forward and reverse
conduction modes. The SBDs SMS7621 and SMS7630 temperature dependent characteristics are evaluated
according the proposal, and their use is explored through analytical modeling and simulation analyzes of an
RFEH system for temperatures ranging from 240 to 360K. Hence, after an initial formulation of the optimum
operation in terms of PCE, two series RF rectifiers are designed based on the mentioned diodes, aiming at an
efficient operation over different temperature ranges according to each component optimum PCE, at 300 K
for the SMS7630 and over 340 K for the SMS7621. For the SMS7630 prototype, the maximum measured
PCE is 25.33% around 293 K, but decreases to 3.65% around 353 K, and for the SMS7621 the measured
PCE goes from 11.56% to 16.34% in the same temperature range, considering -20 dBm as Input Power (Pin)
due to the low-power RFEH premise. The results leads to a higher PCE stability for the SMS7621 through
the whole analyzed range, despite the overall PCE that is limited by the matching network losses intrinsic to
the design.

INDEX TERMS Energy harvesting, radio frequency, rectifier, schottky diodes, temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION
The metal-semiconductor diodes, more specifically the
Schottky Barrier Diode (SBD), have been an essential tool for
the development of RF rectifiers and consequently rectennas
(a rectifying antenna composed basically by an antenna and
an RF rectifier) [1], broadening the horizon for low-power
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RFEH researches, strongly correlated with the improvement
of the system efficiency as a prerequisite to the technology
breakthrough [2], [3].

In this sense, the development of rectifiers for low-power
RFEH has been following a constant progression curve in the
past recent years [2], [3], [4], driven, for example, by eval-
uations of diodes according to their conduction losses and
packaging parasitics [5], [6], [7], transient and time-domain
modeling [8], [9], [10], evaluation of new materials to reduce
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insertion losses [11], [12], and others. Nevertheless, there is
still a lack in the literature for out-of-ambient temperature
(298.15 K) operational prototypes, including the description,
analysis and simulation of these devices in this condition. The
performance of RF rectifiers can vary significantly depending
on the operating temperature. For a plural and reliable design,
capable of maintaining adequate PCE values for different
temperatures (e.g., thermal variations throughout the day and
seasons, presence of artificial sources of heating or cooling,
type of environment of use), it becomes crucial that it covers
a wide temperature range.

Currently, the literature is dense with references aiming at
to characterize the RFEH rectifiers through frequency and
power variation [2], [3], [4]. On the temperature side, only
some works evaluate its impact in the RF rectifier perfor-
mance. In [13], a study describing the effects of the temper-
ature over the SBD junction capacitance (Cj) and current Id
is presented, evidencing the PCE’s optimum operating region
for the diode SMS7630 (from 278 to 283 K), and concluding
(throughmeasurements) that SBDs can outperform backward
tunneling diodes depending on the temperature, suggesting
that a broader analysis may be performed to fully characterize
the RF rectifiers.

In [14], it is presented a self-biased RF rectifier designed
to decrease the effects of the temperature over the circuit
output voltage (Vo), using a shunt resistance (around 100 �)
connected to the SBD anode. This premise improves the
RF rectifier mainly for higher temperature levels. However,
mostly due to the circuit optimum operation at 24 GHz, Vo is
basically zero for Pin levels under −13 dBm, which is close
to the superior Pin limit of RFEH applications [15], and no
profound mathematical analysis is presented to justify the
design.

In [16] and [17], the temperature mismatch for a RF recti-
fier designed for ambient temperature is shown not only for
the SMS7630 diode, but also for another commonly used one,
the HSMS285. Specifically in [17], where the temperature is
changed from 253 to 313 K, the PCE is analytically described
and compared to simulations, describing the peak efficiency
according to the temperature. Additionally, series rectifiers
are also analytically modeled in [18] to evaluate not only the
PCE but also the temperature influence, mostly highlight-
ing the SBD reverse conduction characteristics for RFEH.
To obtain tangible results, in addition to modeling, [19]
evaluated the dispersion of the HSM285x parameters, which
is significant from an RF matching impedance point of
view.

In [20], an analysis of two and four stages Dickson RF
rectifiers is done specifically for 298 and 358 K, using
the HSMS285x. The results indicate a higher PCE for the
four-stage RF rectifier, but also indicate a larger PCE vari-
ation with temperature. The same research group devel-
oped in [21] a study comparing the use of the HSMS285x
and the SMS7621 also from 298 to 358 K, describing that
the variation of the reverse conduction current according
to the temperature dictates the RF rectifier’s PCE, and that

the SMS7621 presents a higher PCE than the HSMS285x for
higher temperatures.

Regarding the evidences presented by [13], [14], [16],
[20], and [21] of the temperature effects over the RF rectifier’s
PCE (over self-bias topology, impedance mismatch analy-
sis, diodes comparison), a broader analysis is yet required,
besides a low-power and wide temperature range RF rectifier
prototype evaluation. Due to this reason, this work deeply
discuss the effects of the temperature over the PCE of SBD
rectifiers for low power RFEH applications, using analytical
models for obtaining crucial performance parameters and
also exploring the input impedance and bandwidth variation
of the circuit. Additionally, the design and development of the
device is also discussed for a wide temperature range analysis
from 260 to 360K, reinforcing the SBDbehavior, forPin from
-30 to 0 dBm at 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) band.

Besides this introductory Section, this work presents in
Section II a description of the SBD and the theoretical PCE
limits of a series topology RF rectifier. In Section III, a practi-
cal assessment of the temperature dependence of RF rectifiers
is presented. Finally, Section IV concludes this work.

II. TEMPERATURE EFFECT OVER SBD AND
RECTIFIER’S PCE
A diode is a non-linear and temperature dependent device,
and it is the base element for the characterization of a RF
rectifier, dictating the PCE according to its frequency, power
and temperature response [2], [15]. Besides, the RF rectifier
normally adopts SBD as rectifying element, due to low rele-
vance of its diffusion capacitance which is higher in PN and
heterogeneous junctions owing to the minority carrier current
process, and low built-in potential (Vbi) [22].

In this way, it is important to define which characteristics
are relevant for a SBD in an RF rectifier operating at complex
environments, for out-of-ambient temperature and low-power
RFEH characterization. For this reason, SBD is modeled in
this work according to SPICE parameters at ambient tem-
perature (To = 298.15 K), which are used in this analysis
to synthesize it and to support in forward simulations, for
choosing the most appropriate diode for the RF rectifier
application under predetermined conditions.

So, this section contributes to the characterization of the
SBD focusing on the temperature dependency, and its effects
on a series topology RF rectifier’s PCE, since one-diode
topologies are stated as the most efficient ones for low-power
RFEH applications [15], [23].

A. SBD ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In the analysis of semiconductor devices, the thermal equilib-
rium premise is regularly taken into account to characterize
the operation and to define the minority and majority carriers
behavior. This premise does not exclude the importance of
the temperature over the component, since the amount of
intrinsic carriers (ni) and electron-hole pair concentration
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FIGURE 1. Space charge region [22].

increases with the temperature, decreasing the Fermi-Level
(EF ) according to the thermal energy [22].
This premise will affect all the physical effects that char-

acterize the current density inside of a semiconductor device.
In the case of a SBD, a simplified version of its metallurgical
junction at zero applied bias is presented by Fig. 1.

Based on Fig. 1, Vbi can be defined as:

Vbi = φBn − φn, (1)

where φBn = φm − χ is the Schottky Barrier high, φm is the
metal work function, χ is the electron affinity of the semicon-
ductor, and φn is the difference between the conduction band
Ec and the EF [24]. Vbi is considered temperature dependent
because of φn, which can be simplified and presented as:

φn =
kT
q
ln

(
Nc
Nd

)
(2)

In (2), where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
temperature, q the electron charge, Nc the effective density
of states in the conduction band, and Nd the donor concen-
tration. Assuming Nd constant throughout all the depletion
region [24], [25], Nc can be obtained using:

Nc = 2
(
2πmnkT

h2

) 3
2

, (3)

where h is the Plank’s constant, andmn is the effectivemass of
electron. So, evidencing the T factor in the Vbi equation, (1),
through (2) and (3), and considering Vbio as the built-in
potential at To:

Vbi = φBn −
kT
q

(
3
2
ln

(
T
To

)
+

q
kTo

(
φBn − Vbio

))
(4)

In a complementary way, another important factor for
RF applications is the Cj of the SBD. This capacitance is
related to the depletion region formed by the metallurgical
junction [22], [25], and it is dependent of the voltage applied
through it (vD), as described by:

Cj =
dQ′

dvD
=

[
A2rqϵsNd

2(Vbi − vD − Vt )

]M
(5)

where dQ′ is the differential charge in the space charge region,
Ar is the semiconductor junction area, ϵs is the permittivity
of the semiconductor, and M is the grading factor related to
hyper-abrupt junction effect (a factor that defines the degree
of linearity of the doping near the junction). With a focus on

simplifying the equation, the zero voltage junction capaci-
tance (Cjo ) is defined and applied as shown by:

Cj = Cjo

[
Vbio −

kTo
q

Vbi − vD −
kT
q

]M
(6)

Among the main parameters that characterize the SBD’s
behavior, the reverse-saturation current (Is) is defined as con-
stant in most of RF rectifier designs, where only the total
diode current (iD) is directly defined as temperature depen-
dent. iD can be simple described by (7) and Is by (8), where
n is the ideality factor, and A∗ is the effective Richardson
constant for thermionic emission [22], [25].

iD = Is
[
e
vD
nVt − 1

]
(7)

Is = ArA∗T 2e

(
−
qφBn
kT

)
(8)

However, taking into account the dependence of Is on the
temperature, it can be simplified as shown in (9), where Iso is
the reverse-saturation current at To. Therefore, from (4), (6)
and (9), it is possible to analyze the behavior of the SBD
according to the temperature variation.

Is = Iso

(
T
To

)2

e−
qφBn
k

(
1
T −

1
To

)
(9)

B. EQUIVALENT SBD CIRCUIT MODEL
In order to describe the most significant characteristics of
SBDs according to the temperature, it is used the 2.45 GHz
frequency and the low Pin range from −30 to 5 dBm as
evaluation goals. Two of the most widely used silicon SBDs
in the literature for RFEH were selected for this analysis,
taking into account the goal of this work and their availability
for acquisition. These diodes and theirs related packages are:
SMS7630-079LF and SMS7621-079LF, from Skyworks. The
packaging parasitics (Cp and Ls) were adopted according
to [15].

Before getting into the SBD circuit model and its temper-
ature effects, its behavior can be previewed by analyzing the
base equation terms related to T . For this reason, Vbi and Is,
obtained using (4) and (9), respectively, are presented in Fig. 2
for both SBDs as a function of the temperature, from 240 K
to 360 K. Although a low Vbi is an interesting characteristic
for a RF rectifiers, for the SMS7630, commonly used SBD at
To applications, the exponential increase of Is is evidenced in
the analyzed range mainly for T over To. This variation leads
to an increase in the reverse current leakage of the device
depending on the load, and it will be further evaluated. On the
other hand, Vbi and Is variation for the SMS7621 are less
expressive.

So, according to the characterized metallurgical-junction
presented in this work, the SBD admittance can be described
by (10), where gj is the conductance and ωCj the susceptance
term for ω as the angular frequency.

Y = gj + jωCj (10)
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FIGURE 2. Vbi and Is as a function of the temperature for different SBDs.

FIGURE 3. SBD equivalent circuit model.

The gj can be obtained from the derivative of iD with
respect to vD:

gj =
diD
dvD

=
q(iD + Is)
nkT

(11)

Through (11), the junction resistance of the metallurgical-
junction can be defined as Rj, and can be simply described
according to vD [15], as given by 12:

Rj =
nkT
qIs

[
1 − vD +

v2D
2

] 1
nVt

(12)

Besides, it is important to emphasize the effect of the
series resistance (Rs) related to the neutral semiconductor
region [22]. Therefore, the SBD can be associated to the
equivalent circuit model presented in Fig. 3, assuming the
parasitic packaging effect through Ls and Cp.

As it can be seen, the temperature significantly composes
Cj, (6), and Rj, (12). Additionally, specifically for Rj, the
impact on the conductivity of the diode for direct and indirect
bias conditions is higher due to the exponential term related
to T . Therefore, it is a simple assumption to state that as
higher Rj for reverse bias, and as low Rj for forward bias
conditions, the better will be the diode operation, decreasing
reverse current leakage and conduction losses, respectively.
Besides, other works already stated that an increase of Rj,
at To applications, decreases the matching network efficiency
as increases the parasitics losses [5], [15].

The temperature variation affects drastically Rj, as can be
verified in Fig. 4. The results are shown using logarithm scale
for a clear visualization, evidencing the behavior for negative
vD where the SBDs reach extremely high resistive values
inversely proportional to T . Besides, vD is centered at zero

FIGURE 4. Rj obtained analytically for different SBDs as a function of the
temperature.

bias and with a 0.3 span to easily describe the most sensitive
operational range, highlighting that vD is composed of DC
(VD) and AC (vd = sin(ωt)) components.
Among the analyzed SBDs, the SMS7630 presents a sig-

nificant lower Rj value for the whole range, and it is a funda-
mental factor to justify their use for low-power applications at
To. For T lower than To, the SBD still presents betterRj, and it
will reflect on it conducting threshold, and by consequence on
the RF rectifier’s PCE. However, as T increases,Rj drastically
changes, mainly for values over 320 K for the SMS7630,
reaching some hundreds of ohms at zero bias. The SMS7621
presents a Rj at least one hundred times higher, which can be
seen as a guarantee of a well defined operating region around
vD = 0 (on-off), even for high temperature levels, decreasing
current leakage at reverse bias.

In addition, in order to easily analyze the impact of Cj
reactance in the SBD behavior, Fig. 5 presents the ratio 1/Cj.
A high 1/Cj factor is desirable for RF rectifier applications.
When comparing Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 5(b), the 1/Cj term is more
volatile for SMS7630 in terms of the temperature, which is a
negative factor for the bandwidth of a RF rectifier for limiting
impedance matching capability.

The results presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate that
the SBD SMS7630 may under perform for high temper-
atures, and SMS7621 may be a viable alternative mainly
for wide range RF rectifiers, regarding the matching net-
work loss observation. Using the analytical model promoted
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FIGURE 5. Cj obtained analytically for different SBDs as a function of the
temperature.

FIGURE 6. Equivalent circuit of a series RF rectifier plus simplified SBD
symbol, D.

by [18], based on the RF rectifier circuit model presented in
Fig. 6 with sinusoidal input voltage signal, vG, and respective
current iG, the resistive and reactive parcels of the input
impedance of the RF rectifier, Zin = Rin + jXin, for the
two diodes are shown separately in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, with
optimized loads Rl and Cl , for maximum PCE at 2.45 GHz.

Above 300 K, the effects of increasing the temperature
of the SMS7630 are emphasized by exponential changes of
Zin, Rin and Xin, as previously indicated in the SBD junction
evaluation in Fig 2. The displacement of both curves at 320 K,
specifically for low-power levels, indicates the transition
from an optimal operating point to a highly resistive that is
directly related to higher losses. Even more accentuated at
340 and 360 K, the ratio of Xin and Rin gets below unit.

FIGURE 7. SMS7630 parameters obtained analytically as a function of the
temperature, with Rl = 3.3 k� and Cl = 200 pF.

Instead, for the SMS7621, the response across all the Pin
range is practically stable. Stability is crucial for temperature
dependent applications, facilitating the matching network to
previous stages. However, it is noted thatRin for the SMS7621
diode is extremely low for low-power levels, mostly in com-
parison to the SMS7630, leading to a bandwidth concern that
will be better explored in the next subsection.

C. RF RECTIFIER BANDWIDTH
For low-power RFEH applications, the bandwidth is a crucial
factor for improving operation of the RF rectifier [2], [3],
[26]. In this sense, as the power spectral density is not a
controlled parameter in the system equation, the improve-
ment of the RFEH circuit output power is commonly imple-
mented through wideband and multi-band topologies [11],
[26]. Thus, due to the scarcity of works relating this subject
to temperature dependence, a more in-depth assessment of
bandwidth limitations is essential.

For the specific case of SBD-based series RF rectifiers,
it is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that Zin works as a series
RC impedance, and its maximum bandwidth can be approx-
imated by relating it to the Bode-Fano [27] theorem, for a
lossless matching network.
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FIGURE 8. SMS7621 parameters obtained analytically as a function of the
temperature, with Rl = 8.2 k� and Cl = 200 pF.

The inequality that describes the relationship of 0(ω) and
the reflection coefficient magnitude with the Zin of the system
is given by: ∫

∞

0
ln

1
|0(ω)|

dω ≤ π
Rinωo
Xin

(13)

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the reflection
coefficient is constant, 0(ω) = 0, throughout the desired
band (BW ), as a continuous band-pass response. In this way,
rewriting the left term 13, BW can be expressed as:

BW ≤ −π
Rinωo
Xin

ln(0)−1 (14)

Assuming 0 = 0.32 for |S11| = −10 dB and fo =

2.45 GHz, Fig. 9 presents the maximum BW that can be
obtained for each SBD based on the results from Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. Regardless the fact that the BW is inversely related to
the rectifier’s PCE, the values obtained for the SMS7621 are
considerable lower for the analyzed range, meaning that the
quality factor (Q) of matching impedance network needs to
be delicately designed, mainly for low-power RFEH applica-
tions, where the energy obtained thought the whole operative
spectrum is scarce. For the SMS7630, the fact of being exten-
sively used in the literature is definitely related to its optimum
cost relation between bandwidth and efficiency mainly for

FIGURE 9. BW as a function of the temperature for ideally matched
SMS7630 and SMS7621 RF rectifiers.

ambient temperature, as will be further discussed in the next
subsection.

D. RF RECTIFIER
As observed, the evaluation of the diode behavior is a fun-
damental factor to enhance the design of the RF rectifier.
According to the previous analysis, it is possible to predict
the best SBD for an arbitrary T interval. Thus, the definition
of the desired circuit operating conditions, emphasizing the
operating temperature, can be decisive for the effectiveness
of the project.

In previous detailed works that evaluated RF rectifier
topologies for different power levels, frequencies, voltage
sensitivity and PCE [15], [23], one-diode RF rectifier topolo-
gies, especially the series topology, are cited as the most effi-
cient. Therefore, due to the premise of this work to evaluate
the low-power RFEH, which is intrinsically linked to a high
PCE requirement, the series topology is used to analyze the
performance of the RF rectifier under a wide temperature
range, from 240 to 340 K.

PCE =
Pout
Pin

=
v2l

RlvGiG
(15)

Firstly, the analysis is based on the premise of excluding
any matching network effect, maximizing the RF rectifier’s
PCE for each T [18], [28], calculated by the ratio of the power
over the load (Pl) per Pin, (15). Besides, it is used a perfect
filter at the output to exclude any harmonic interference on
the results, leading to the PCE presented in Fig. 10. The
extensive use of the SMS7630 for temperatures around 300 K
is again justified by Fig. 10(a), where the maximum PCE
is as high as the one obtained by using the SMS7621, but
with a stretched curve around the optimization Pin point.
However, as previously previewed, an intense decrease of the
maximum PCE is related to the T increase above 320 K. For
the SMS7621, Fig. 10(b), though the PCE increases with T ,
the variation is not abruptly as for the SMS7630. The results
are in line with the previous information presented for Is and
Zin, according to Fig. 2, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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FIGURE 10. Maximum RF rectifier’s PCE obtained analytically as a
function of the temperature at 2.45 GHz.

III. PRACTICAL EVALUATION OF THE THERMAL
DEPENDENCE OF RF RECTIFIERS
As previously mentioned, one-diode RF rectifier topologies
are strongly indicated for low-power RFEH applications [15],
[23]. However, depending on the impedance variations of
the SBD due to the Pin, frequency and temperature, a wide
range matching network design might be an arduous task, and
some drawback for the optimization of the design shall occur
in favor of it. Besides, more complex topologies and even
voltage multipliers are not suggested in terms of PCE, even
more for high T applications where the association of series
and parallel SBDs decreases the overall PCE due to the higher
conduction losses and reverse current leakage [15], [23].

Between the chosen SBDs, the SMS7621 is the one that
has the highest and also relatively stable overall PCE as T
increases over 320 K, but its use for low-cost applications
is strictly connected to the matching network losses and,
by consequence, with the tan(δ) of the substrate or the Q of
the lumped elements, as described in Section II. This factor
indeed strongly justify the extensive use of the SMS7630 in
different lines of study at To.

FIGURE 11. RF rectifiers layout.

TABLE 1. T-type matching network components.

Therefore, this section proposes a validation of the theo-
retical analysis based on both SBDs, aiming at to represent
it through measurements with two different RF rectifiers
based on an unique layout. The design and measurements are
performed around the 2.4 GHz ISM band and in the Pin range
from -30 to 0 dBm.

A. DESIGN OF PROTOTYPES
The design technique used for the RF rectifier wasmaintained
the same for both SBDs under evaluation. In this way, the
layout, presented in Fig. 11, could be shared to maximized
the PCE of the proposals. Based on this premise, thematching
networking was designed to provide stability and easy tuning
parameters, using a T-type filter with three low-losses induc-
tors, 0402DC ceramic core chip inductors from Coilcraft.

The inductors are represented in the layout by L1, L2 and
L3, where the values for each design are shown in Table 1,
observing that L2 and L3 are the same in both designs and the
fine tuning is performed with L1. L2 and L3 were calculated
based on the impedance values presented in section II-C, aim-
ing at to increase the real parcel and decrease the imaginary
parcel of Zin, respectively. The substrate used is a low cost
FR-4 with ϵr = 4.5, thickness h = 1.6 mm and tan(δ) =

0.02 [29]. For the dimensions of the board, W and H are
equal to 12.25 and 4.60 mm, respectively, and though the
size of the conductive parts of the layout are relatively small
in comparison to the wavelength of the analysis, a slight
variation of the substrate ϵr may impact the results as much
as the tolerance of the inductors (around 2%).

Additionally, the design is composed by the SBD, D, Rl
and Cl . The latter being added in duplicate to improve its
resulting value of Q and, consequently, the value of the PCE,
as described in [15]. The capacitive reactance of the load was
designed to provide a short-circuit path for 2.45 GHz, with
Cl as a MLCC 0201 GJM from Murata [30].

Finally, the resulting PCB and prototype are shown in
Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), respectively. Since all the com-
ponents in both designs have the same packages, Fig. 12(b)
represents only the prototype for the SMS7621, being the
other one visually similar.
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FIGURE 12. RF rectifier prototype.

FIGURE 13. |S11| and BW according to Pin for SMS7630 and SMS7621
based RF rectifiers at 2.45 GHz.

B. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Before describing the PCE setup and results according to the
temperature, the prototype characterization and comparison
to the simulated model are presented in Fig. 13(a), with addi-
tional |S11| measurements for the SMS7630 in Fig. 14(a) and
for the SMS7621 in Fig. 14(b), aiming at to validate the point
of operation in terms ofPin, from -30 to 0 dBm, and frequency
range, from 2.30 to 2.60 GHz. The measured values, obtained
using a Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) vector network analyzer
(ZVB8) at To, clearly defines that both RF rectifiers are fully
operative within the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Besides, it is also
possible to see the measured and simulated values obtained
according to Pin, leading to an overall operability, according
to the a |S11| < −10 dB criterion, of both RF rectifiers at least
from −20 to −10 dBm, at 2.45 GHz.

FIGURE 14. Measured |S11| as a function of the frequency for
different Pin.

Based on the results from Fig. 13(b), reinforced by
Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b), the BW fully respects the pro-
portion between both SBDs presented in Fig. 14(b) at To,
in Section II-C, regarding the considerable degradation
related to the Q of the distributed and concentrated compo-
nents in the non-relative results.

The setup used for temperature measurement and analyses
is composed by an Keysight N9310A RF signal generator,
a R&S NRP-Z91 power sensor and a DMM4040 Tektronix
precision multimeter, controlled by a VISA interface through
Python, as well as, a controlled temperature chamber for
the RF rectifiers. Based on it, the RF rectifiers were tested
from 293 to 353 K and from 2.35 to 2.55 GHz to obtain the
maximum PCE according to the temperature and frequency,
aside from the Pin variation from -30 to 0 dBm. The results
can be seen in the heat-map Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 for the
SMS7630 and SMS7621, respectively.

Sequentially, the results indicated in Fig. 15(a) passing
through Fig. 15(b), Fig. 15(c) and then Fig. 15(d), for T
increasing in 20 K steps from 293 to 353 K, clearly indicate
a considerable decrease of the SMS7630 rectifier’s PCE due
to temperature increase, setting it from over 25% at 293 K
to practically 0% at 353 K in Fig. 15(d), considering Pin =

−20 dBm. This behavior was previously described by the the-
oretical model presented in Fig. 10(a), regarding the loss level
increase due to the non-ideal matching network. Although the
PCE is kept over 30% around 0 dBm, even for the highest
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FIGURE 15. Measured SMS7630 PCE as a function of Pin, frequency, and
temperature.

FIGURE 16. Measured SMS7621 PCE as a function of Pin, frequency, and
temperature.

tested temperature levels, the results for low-power Pin is
critical for the feasibility of RFEH applications. The overall
PCE obtained at −20 dBm was 25.33% for 2.46 GHz and
293 K, which justifies the application of this SBD at ambient
temperature designs. As amatter of comparison, for 313K the
maximum PCE is 24.20% at 2.44 GHz, for 333 K is 12.71%
at 2.40 GHz, and for 353 K is 3.65% at 2.38 GHz.

For the SMS7621, prior to broadly discuss its PCE through
the whole temperature range evaluated, it is important to
emphasize that despite its well defined operation at 2.45GHz,
according to Fig. 14(b), the overall PCE is significantly lower
than the one presented in Fig. 10(b). Indeed, the non-ideality
of the matching network drastically impacts on the PCE,
but for the SMS7621 this is emphasized when compared
to the SMS7630. The reason of this decrease was previ-
ously discussed and it is related to the higher Vbi values and
consequently the resulting Zin of the rectifier, reducing the
matching network gain and the rectifier BW [28].

TABLE 2. Measured PCE according to T for both rectifiers at 2.45 GHz and
−20 dBm.

TABLE 3. Temperature for peak PCE among different RF rectifiers for
Pin = −20 dBm.

Aside to the overall values, Fig. 16(a), Fig. 16(b), Fig. 16(c)
and Fig. 16(d) show the PCE values of the SMS7621 as a
function of Pin, temperature and frequency. It can be seen that
it presents a much smaller PCE variation than that presented
by the SMS7630 rectifier throughout the test range. In order
to clearly present the PCE stability for the SMS7621 rectifier,
Table 2 summarize the values from the heat-maps figures at
2.45GHz and−20 dBm. FromTable 2, the standard deviation
for the SMS7621 is 2.08% in comparison to 10.96% for the
SMS7630.

Finally, Table 3 shows a comparison of the present study
with some works found in the literature, highlighting the peak
PCE values obtained according to the evaluated temperature
range. It can be verified, to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, that the existing works focus only on the analysis of
the effects of temperature variation in the sub-GHz bands,
demonstrating the scarcity of theoretical and practical studies
in the 2.4 GHz band. In the table, it is possible, additionally,
to verify the potential of using the SMS7621 for temperatures
above 333 K, as well as to justify the choice of the series
rectifier in this work for low Pin, since, as previously men-
tioned, the use of voltage multipliers reduces the PCE due to
the higher conduction losses and reverse current leakage from
SBDs.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, a complete evaluation of the performance of RF
rectifiers using SBD, for applications in low-power RFEH
systems, is made based on theoretical analyzes and practical
results from two different prototypes designed with the com-
mercial components SMS7630 and SMS7621. The results
clearly indicate that the optimized operating temperatures for
each SBD, with 079-LF package, is approximately 300 K for
the SMS7630 and around 353 K for the SMS7621. The PCE
variation in relation to the optimized Pin of -20 dBm, varying
the temperature from 293 K to 353 K, is around -21.68%
for the SMS7630 and 6.56% for the SMS7621. Although the
SMS7630 presents a higher PCE for applications at ambient
temperature, over 25%, in relation to the SMS7621 within the
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frequency range evaluated for aPin of -20 dBm, the SMS7621
presents relatively more stable values with temperature vari-
ation and higher PCE values for temperatures above 333 K.
The compiled set of results, from the theoretical preview
of the lower susceptibility of the SMS7621 in comparison
to the SMS7630 RF rectifier to the temperature variation
from 293 K to 353 K, strengthens this work applicability for
assuring the feasibility of RFEH designs according ambient
temperature.
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